
Falcon 37 Incorporated was founded in February 2014. It is a privately       
  held North Carolina C-Corp based in Fayetteville, NC. Falcon 37 Inc. is        
  registered as a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business. We are  
  also registered with the Federal Government System for Awards   
  Management (SAM). 

Our team: 
 Steve Parker - President/CEO    

John Szoka - Director/COO 
     
   Eric Battles - Sales Manager 
     
Falcon 37 Inc. is based in Fayetteville, NC and outsources it’s engineering/manufacturing to 
other companies.  The Rogers Division of the Safariland Group and Nordic Components Inc. 
manufacture our products 

We are currently operating with 10 people who are employees, stakeholders, or advisors. Almost 
every member of our team is either a US Marine or a US Army veteran. 

 Bill Rogers is a former FBI Agent, police instructor, successful inventor, and is well 
known in the shooting industry. Rogers has over 40 years of competitive shooting experience and 
has invented many of the holsters and equipment used by police and military worldwide. The 
products and solutions developed by Bill Rogers and his team of experts turn ordinary firearms 
into extraordinary firearms. 
served 12 years in the United States Marine Corps with two years in combat zones in the middle-
 Steve Reichert served 12 years in the United States Marine Corps and with two years in 
combat zones in the middle-east.  He was medically retired after taking an IED blast in Iraq.  As 
a sniper, he executed the famous “Mile Long Kill Shot” in Iraq. Mr. Reichert is invaluable to 
Falcon 37 Inc.; providing us with industry knowledge, opening doors and marketing expertise. 

 Dakota Meyer is a veteran of the United States Marine Corps and the War in Afghanistan. 
He was awarded the Medal of Honor for his actions during the Battle of Ganjgal, September 8, 
2009 in Kunar Province. His assistance is instrumental to the continued success of Falcon 37 Inc. 

 Sergeant Nick Parker - The CEO’s son is an Active Duty Marine and has been on board 
since the beginning advising, testing prototypes and marketing HABU® AECH via video shoots. 
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We have invented a line of innovative, patented charging handles with integrated, adjustable 
cheek rest devices that are called “Advanced Engagement Charging Handles” (AECH). They 
allow a shooter to engage targets faster: 

1.  Charging is faster and smoother because charging with HABU® AECH installed is like 
racking a pistol slide except it is only a “slap to the rear and release” motion. 

2.  Acquiring cheek weld on the weapons system is faster. HABU® AECH minimizes the time it 
takes to “chase the red dot or reticle” with their eye to acquire target in their optics.  

HABU® AECH can save lives.  Military and law enforcement benefit, especially in a Close 
Quarters Battle (CQB), by increasing the speed they can engage their targets.  This applies 
equally to home-defense scenarios. 

Our flagship product; the patented HABU® Mod 1 for 5.56mm/.223, was released to the public 
in May 2016. It is a re-designed AR-15 charging handle combined with an attached cheek riser.  
It eliminates the problem of cheek rest devices getting in the way of the charging function of the 
rifle system. The patented HABU® Mod 2 for the AR-10/ 7.62mm x 51mm/.308 chambered 
rounds were released to the public in September, 2017.  Features for Mod’s 1 and 2 include: 

• Ambidextrous - Stippling allows shooter to get more natural grip on the “real estate.” 

• Natural Gripping Motion (Like racking a pistol slide)  

• Use only Major Motor Skills; critical in firefights.  

• Patent Pending Latch - More secure locking, smoother unlocking. No latch release lever. 

• Mod 1 works on any M4/M16/AR-15 with a 5.56 bolt carrier group. 

• Mod 2 works on any AR-10 with 7.62/.308/6.5 Creedmoor bolt carrier group.  

 See our website for compatibility list. 

• Most stocks require no modifications.  

• Good option for military or LE issued Weapons.  

• Easily exchanged with stock charging handle. 

• Works with fixed or adjustable stocks. 

• Fully adjustable in the field using commonly carried multi-tool or knife. Two positions 

available. 

• Made of 7075 T6 Aluminum, Mil-Spec, Hard Coat Anodized.  

• Minimizes or eliminates “back spray” of gas and oil into shooters eyes. * 

http://www.falcon37.com/our-product.html


 *During preliminary testing of charging handles gas mitigation while shooting suppressors at the 
 US Army’s Aberdeen Proving Grounds, HABU® Mod 1 mitigated gasses into the shooters  
 face at twice the rate over other charging handles including the Gas Buster charging handle. 

These products were conceptualized/developed at Falcon 37 Inc. Further development, 3D 
prototyping/engineering/refinement was conducted at Touchstone 3D in Cary, NC. Further 
Engineering, testing and manufacturing took place at The Safariland Group/ Rogers Division.  

HABU® AECH is made of Mil-Spec 7075 T6 Aircraft Aluminum and is Hard Coat Anodized. 
The “upper” cheek rest portion consists of 80/18 glass polymer which is the same material as the 
Glock® pistol. 

HABU® AECH is described as, “brilliant in its simplicity” 

HABU®, Because an Unfair Advantage on the Battlefield is not against the Geneva 
Convention. 

Falcon 37 Inc - Revolutionizing Advanced Weaponry 

Hi-Resolution photos and logos are available in our Distributor Area located in the footer bar, 
right side via password. Contact Steve Parker at 888-234-4742 or S.Parker@Falcon37.com for 
access or further info. 

Video clips and pictures are available at our website, Facebook page, or YouTube channel. 
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